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Abstract: The influence of W on the temporal evolution of g ' precipitation toward equilibrium in a model
Ni-Al-Cr alloy is investigated by three-dimensional atom-probe ~3DAP! microscopy and transmission electron
microscopy ~TEM!. We report on the alloys Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr ~at.%! and Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W ~at.%!, which were
aged isothermally in the g 1 g ' two-phase field at 1073 K, for times ranging from 0.25 to 264 h. Spheroidal-
shaped g ' precipitates, 5–15 nm diameter, form during quenching from above the solvus temperature in both
alloys at a high number density ~;1023 m23!. As g ' precipitates grow with aging at 1073 K, a transition from
spheriodal- to cuboidal-shaped precipitates is observed in both alloys. The elemental partitioning and spatially
resolved concentration profiles across the g ' precipitates are obtained as a function of aging time from
three-dimensional atom-by-atom reconstructions. Proximity histogram concentration profiles ~Hellman et al.,
2000! of the quaternary alloy demonstrate that W concentration gradients exist in g ' precipitates in the
as-quenched and 0.25-h aging states, which disappear after 1 h of aging. The diffusion coefficient of W in g ' is
estimated to be 6.2 3 10220 m2 s21 at 1073 K. The W addition decreases the coarsening rate constant, and leads
to stronger partitioning of Al to g ' and Cr to g.
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INTRODUCTION

Superalloys are materials that combine high strength and
corrosion resistance at temperatures above the limits
accessible to martensitic steels ~Durand-Charre, 1997!. Nickel-
base superalloys have been primarily developed for high-
temperature applications within land-based gas turbine and
aviation jet engines ~Sims & Hagel, 1972; Durand-Charre,
1997!. In current manufacturing processes, it is common to
cast engine components, such as nozzle guide vanes and
turbine blades, as single crystals, thus eliminating the poten-
tial for grain boundary embrittlement and the need for
grain boundary strengtheners such as C, B, and Zr. Sub-
sequently, the compositional development of single-crystal
Ni-base superalloys is primarily driven by the aim to raise
the operating temperature, while maintaining or ideally
improving the mechanical properties for high-temperature
applications, particularly creep properties. Toward this
end, current commercial superalloys, for example, René N6

and CSMX-10M, are comprised of as many as 12 or 13
microalloying elements ~Durand-Charre, 1997!, including
high-melting-point refractory elements. Refractory element
additions, such as Nb, Re, Mo, or W, have proven to be
potent strengtheners and improve the high-temperature
properties ~Jena & Chaturvedi, 1984!. Alloys containing
these additions have also been the subject of numerous
microstructural investigations ~Nathal & Ebert, 1985; Blavette
et al., 1986; Warren et al., 1998!. This developmental effort,
as well as improvements in blade design, has led to a nearly
300 K increase in the maximum service temperature achieved
in turbine blades over the last 20 years ~Durand-Charre,
1997!. Yet little is known, experimentally, of the effect of
individual microalloying additions on phase equilibria and
decomposition parameters. The influence of tungsten on
the decomposition behavior is investigated for a model
Ni-Al-Cr system, which is an important subsystem of com-
mercial superalloys.

Due to excellent mechanical properties at elevated tem-
peratures, Ni-Al-Cr base alloys are among the most popular
Ni-base superalloys. Their strength at high temperatures is a
direct consequence of the presence of L12-ordered precipi-
tates of Ni3Al ~g '! in a face-centered cubic ~FCC! chromium-
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rich solid solution ~g!. The addition of Cr to the binary
Ni-Al system significantly reduces the lattice parameter
misfit between the precipitate and the matrix phase, which
in turn decreases the coarsening process. In addition, in
certain Ni-Al-Cr alloys, the precipitates are nearly misfit
free and remain spherical to fairly large sizes ~Gleiter &
Hornbogen, 1967!, which is in contrast to the binary alloys
where appreciable misfit gives rise to cuboidal-shaped pre-
cipitates ~e.g., Ardell & Nicholson, 1966!. In a recent paper
~Schmuck et al., 1997!, studying ordering and phase separa-
tion in Ni-5.2 Al-14.8 Cr ~at.%!, a comparison of the
available coarsening rate constants for the binary Ni-Al and
ternary Ni-Al-Cr alloys showed reasonable agreement. Sub-
sequently, investigators have combined three-dimensional
atom-probe ~3DAP! microscopy and kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations to investigate the compositional evolution of
the g ' microstructure on a nanoscale in model Ni-Al-Cr
systems ~Pareige et al., 1999; Sudbrack et al., 2003!.

As part of a systematic experimental program of the
influence of refractory elemental additions ~W, Re, Ta, Nb,
and Ru! on the isothermal decomposition behavior of a
model Ni-Al-Cr superalloy, 3DAP microscopy and transmis-
sion electron microscopy ~TEM! are being employed to
study the effects of tungsten on the chemical composition
and coarsening behavior of g ' precipitates. These phenom-
ena are investigated in Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr ~at.%! and Ni-10
Al-8.5 Cr-2 W ~at.%! aged at 1073 K for times varying from
0.25 h to 264 h. This article focuses on the influence of the
addition of W on precipitate morphology, the overall rate
and mechanisms of phase decomposition, spatially resolved
phase chemical compositions, and the temporal evolution
of the partitioning behavior on a nanoscale.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two alloy compositions, a ternary, Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr ~at.%!,
and an alloy with 2 ~at.%! of W substituted for Ni, were

selected. The ternary and quaternary alloys, hereafter, are
referred to as Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr and Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W.
Utilizing two thermodynamic databases for nickel alloys, a
database developed at the University of Wisconsin–Madison
~Huang & Chang, 1999! and the Thermotech Ltd. database,
Ni-DATA v.4 ~Saunders, 1995, 1996, 2002!, g and g ' equilib-
rium phase fractions were determined as a function of
temperature by Thermo-Calc ~version N, Thermo-Calc Soft-
ware, Stockholm, Sweden; Sundman et al., 1985!. Standard
Thermo-Calc procedures were employed to calculate an
equilibrium at a constant pressure ~1 bar!, where the molar
densities were taken to be 0.1523 mol cm23 for g phase and
0.145 mol cm23 for g ' phase ~Copland et al., 2001!. A
comparison of the equilibrium g ' volume fraction at 873
and 1073 K obtained by Thermo-Calc is given in Table 1. At
1073 K, a 0.112 equilibrium g ' volume fraction is predicted
for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr by the Huang and Chang database. A
volume fraction of this magnitude allows for the coarsening
behavior to be modeled employing kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations.

High purity constituent elements ~99.97 Ni wt.%, 99.98
Al wt.%, 99.99 Cr wt.%, and 99.98 W wt.%! were induction
melted under an Ar atmosphere to minimize oxidation, and
then chill cast into a 19-mm-diameter copper mold to
produce master ingots. Bulk chemical analyses of the two
cast alloys were performed by inductively coupled plasma
~ICP! atomic-emission spectroscopy, and the measured ele-
mental concentrations are listed in Table 2. To ensure homo-
geneity, cast ingots were homogenized at 1573 K for 20 h
yielding a coarse-grained macrostructure. Subsequently, an
annealing furnace was stepped down to approximately 90 K
above the solvus line and held for 0.5 h in the single-phase
region to minimize g ' formation during the subsequent
water quenching. The solvus temperature was determined
by differential thermal analysis ~DTA! to be 1153 K and
1290 K for the ternary and quaternary alloys, respectively,
which agrees reasonably with solvus temperatures deter-
mined by Thermo-Calc as shown in Table 1. Ingot sections,

Table 1. The Equilibrium Volume Fraction of the g ' Phase at 873 K and at 1073 K ~Experimental Aging Temperature! Was Determined
for the Investigated Alloys Utilizing Thermo-Calca

Thermo-Calc DTA

Alloy Thermodynamic database
Vol. fraction g '

~873 K!
Vol. fraction g '

~1073 K!
Solvus
K

Solvusb

K

Solutionizing
temperature

~K!

Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr Huang & Chang ~1999! 0.350 0.112 1133 1153 1273
Saunders ~1995, 1996, 2002! 0.397 0.179 1175

Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W Saunders ~1995, 1996, 2002! 0.489 0.332 1285 1290 1363

aSolvus temperatures calculated by Thermo-Calc are in reasonable agreement with experimental results obtained by differential thermal analysis ~DTA!
results. Cast samples were homogenized at 1573 K for 20 h, then subsequently solution treated for 0.5 h at the temperatures listed.
bDTA experiments were performed on homogenized samples, at a rate of 10 K min21 in a helium atmosphere, cycled twice through the temperature range
of the reaction.
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1 cm in length, were placed in a preheated furnace and aged
at 1073 K for 0.25, 1, 4, 16, 64, or 264 h under flowing
argon. The aging time was increased by multiples of four in
order to double the root-mean-squared diffusion distance
for each time step. From the as-quenched ~t 5 0 h! and aged
materials, square field-ion microscope ~FIM! blanks ~0.25 3
0.25 310 mm3! and rectangular sheets ~10 319 3 0.25 mm!
for TEM samples were cut from the central region of each
ingot by erosion spark machining.

For both TEM and 3DAP microscope specimen prepa-
ration, standard techniques were used. To thin to electron
transparency, TEM specimens were jet polished using 8
vol.% perchloric acid 214 vol.% 2-butoxyethanol in meth-
anol at 233 K in a Struers Tenupol-5 double-jet polisher
operating at 10–15 V dc. 3DAP microscope tips were pre-
pared by electropolishing at room temperature initially in a
solution of 10 vol.% perchloric acid in acetic acid at 12 V dc
to thin the tip’s shaft quickly and uniformly. To achieve a
sharp end form, 3DAP microscope tips were then polished
in a solution of 2 vol.% perchloric acid in 2-butoxyethanol
at 25–6 V dc.

Conventional TEM was performed employing a Hita-
chi 8100 TEM operating at 200 kV. 3DAP microscopy was
performed employing our energy compensated ~Cerezo et al.,
1998! position-sensitive atom probe, which utilizes an opti-
cal detection system described in detail in Miller ~2000!.
3DAP microscopy identifies chemically field-evaporated at-
oms from a sharp needle specimen by time-of-flight mass
spectrometry. Imaging by FIM at 40–50 K at gauge pres-
sures of neon between 6.7 3 1024 to 2.6 3 1023 Pa ~5 3
1026 to 2 3 1025 Torr! revealed a prominent pole structure
allowing for orientation alignment for the 3DAP analysis.
Because field-evaporation behavior depends on crystallo-
graphic orientation, to gain additional compositional con-
sistency, the analyses were aligned with the 001 pole along
the edge of the detection area, unless otherwise noted. This
alignment procedure allows for direct depth calibration
with the $001% planes ~Wagner & Seidman, 1979; Amano &
Seidman, 1981; Yamamoto & Seidman, 1983; Amano et al.,
1984; Blavette et al., 1985; van Bakel et al., 1995!. 3DAP
microscope data collection was performed at a specimen
temperature of 40–42 K with a voltage pulse fraction ~ f ! of
19% ~ f is the ratio of the pulse voltage to the steady-state dc
imaging voltage!, a pulse frequency of 1.5 kHz, and a
background gauge pressure of less than 6.7 3 1028 Pa ~5 3
10210 Torr!. The average detection rate in the areas of

analyses ranged from 0.011 to 0.015 ions pulse21. The
mass-to-charge state ~m/n! ratios of individual field-
evaporated ions were calibrated using procedures outlined
in Sebastian et al. ~2001!.

Utilizing ADAM 1.5 ~Hellman et al., 2000, 2002, 2003!,
a visualization program for 3DAP microscopy data, atomic
reconstructions of the analyzed volumes were created, where
the areal and length dimensions of the reconstructions were
calibrated as described in Hyde et al. ~1994!. When a region
of the reconstruction was depleted nonuniformly due to ion
pile-up effects because of near proximity to a low index
pole, the affected region was not included in the data
analysis. For each aging time, the phase compositions and
partitioning ratios were determined from 3DAP microscopy
reconstructions. Details of their determinations are pre-
sented with the results below.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Microstructural Characterization by TEM

Ordered g ' precipitates were imaged by TEM using cen-
tered dark field with a low-index superlattice reflection in a
two-beam condition. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, Ni-10
Al-8.5 Cr and Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W exhibit a change in g '

precipitate morphology with aging time at 1073 K. For the
shortest times ~Figs. 1a, 2a!, 0.25 h aging time, the precipi-
tates appear spheroidal and appear to be distributed ran-
domly. In contrast, for the longer aging times, such as the
264 h ~Figs. 1b, 2b!, the precipitates are cuboidal and show
evidence of alignment along the ^001& directions. Both
features are common to later precipitation stages in nickel-
base superalloys. At 264 h, a qualitative comparison of the
two alloys demonstrates that the addition of W leads to a
larger volume fraction of g ' , which is consistent with 0.179
and 0.332 volume fractions predicted by our Thermo-Calc
calculations ~Table 1! for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr and Ni-10 Al-8.5
Cr-2W, respectively. The larger volume fraction reflects a
more supersaturated alloy along the isotherm, which affects
the earliest stages of decomposition and is consistent with
the higher solvus temperature for the W-containing alloy
~Table 1!.

A characteristic size was determined for the precipitates
observed at 264 h by TEM. Images of individual precipitates
were traced by hand using commercial software ~Adobe
Photoshop 5.5!, and the dimensions of the traced areas were
determined utilizing NIH Image 1.62, an imaging process-
ing program that fits precipitate cross-sectional areas to an
ellipse. Stereological corrections ~Kelly, 1982! were applied,
and precipitate shapes were approximated by cubes, where
the size was characterized by the average of the lengths of
the cube edges. The average cube length is found to be
228 nm in Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr. With the addition of W, the
cube length decreases to 154 nm. The smaller precipitate
size demonstrates that the quaternary alloy containing W

Table 2. Average Bulk Composition ~at.%! of the Investigated
Alloys Obtained by ICP Atomic Emission Spectroscopy

Alloy Ni Al Cr W

Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr 81.90 9.76 8.34
Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W 79.81 9.74 8.49 1.96
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has slower coarsening kinetics than the ternary alloy.
For diffusion-limited coarsening, the slowest diffusing
species controls the coarsening rate. In pure nickel aged at
1073 K, calculation of the root-mean-square diffusion dis-
tance, !^x 2 & 5 !6Dt, from diffusion data for Al ~Gust
et al., 1981!, Cr ~Monma et al., 1964!, and W ~Karunaratne
et al., 2000! demonstrates quantitatively that tungsten is the
slowest moving species. For 1 h aging at 1073 K, the
root-mean-squared diffusion distance is 156 nm for W in
pure nickel, approximately 2.4 and 4.4 times less than for Cr
and Al, respectively.

Microstructural Characterization
by 3DAP Microscopy

Atom-by-atom reconstructed subsets of Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr
~top! and Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W ~bottom! are displayed in
Figure 3, where aluminum atoms are in red, chromium
atoms are in blue, and tungsten atoms are an orange-yellow
color. The nickel atoms are not shown, allowing the g and
g ' phases to be clearly distinguished. These subsets are three
dimensional and have a 10 nm 310 nm cross-sectional area
perpendicular to the plane of the page. For these alloys, a
typical cross-sectional area of analysis is approximately 20 nm

by 20 nm; hence, the reconstructed subset represents only a
quarter of the total number of analyzed atoms for one
sample. The volumes contain approximately 5200 atoms
nm21 of 100 nm2 cross section. Note, as demonstrated by
Figure 3, hundreds of nanometers in depth are sampled
with a single 3DAP microscopy analysis.

Moreover, Figure 3 presents a striking visual compari-
son of g ' precipitation as a function of time. Spheroidal g '

precipitates, 5–15 nm in diameter, form during quenching
in both alloys and have a high number density ~;1023 m23!.
For the as-quenched state, the g ' precipitates are larger on
average in the quaternary alloy, an indication that nucle-
ation and growth occurred during the quench. Examining
the changes in precipitate size for aging times after 4 h, the
reconstructed volumes obtained by 3DAP microscopy con-
firm that the quaternary alloy coarsens more slowly.

Inflection-Point Approach to Determine Phase
Compositions from 3DAP Microscopy Data

In addition to the topological features of the nanostructure,
quantitative chemical information on a nanoscale is ob-

Figure 1. Superlattice reflection centered dark-field TEM micro-
graphs recorded near a low-index zone axis, showing the morphol-
ogy and distribution of g ' precipitates in Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr ~at.%!
aged at 1073 K for 0.25 h ~a! and 264 h ~b!.

Figure 2. Superlattice reflection centered dark-field TEM images
recorded near a low-index zone axis showing the morphology and
distribution of g ' precipitates in Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W ~at.%! aged
at 1073 K for 0.25 h ~a! and 264 h ~b!. With the addition of W to
Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr ~Fig. 1!, a clear increase in precipitate number
density is observed at both aging times.
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tained from the atom-by-atom reconstructions presented in
Figure 3. Within the reconstructed volumes, the g/g ' het-
erophase interface is delineated using an isoconcentration
surface. This surface is defined by a concentration threshold
of a particular element, in this case, Al, and does not assume
a specific topology for the interface. The chemical analyses
presented hinge on carefully defining the g/g ' interface.
Toward this end, the threshold value, h~Al!, of the isocon-
centration surface is defined as the average of the mean Al
concentration values in the g and g ' phases away from the
interface. These concentration values are referred to as pla-
teau concentrations, because a flat composition profile is
anticipated for distances away from the interface. Here, the
plateau concentrations of Al are determined by averaging
the values that are part of the flat Al profile in a proximity
histogram ~see Proxigram Analysis of 3DAP Data section
below!. Concentrations whose distances are typically greater
than 1 to 1.5 nm from the isoconcentration surface and
whose standard error is less than 0.7 ~at.%! are included.
Utilizing the average of Al concentrations, a unique value of
h~Al!, as listed in Table 3, is determined for each analysis,
which accounts for systematic composition discrepancies

associated with differences in field-evaporation behavior
from analysis to analysis. Note, the first three columns in
Table 3 contain the aging time, number of g ' precipitates
intersected ~Ng ' ! for each time, and h~Al! for both alloys.
For one aging time, an h~Al! value is listed for each 3DAP
microscope analysis for this state.

The temporal change of h~Al! is a reflection of the
evolving nanostructure. As seen in the top portion of Table 3,
h~Al! for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr varies within a narrow concentra-
tion range, 12.51–12.82 ~at.%! Al, for all aging states inves-
tigated. A much larger variation, 11.11–12.67 ~at.%! Al, is
observed for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W. Examining the data
closely reveals that the as-quenched state exhibits the high-
est h~Al! value, 12.67 ~at.%! Al, and h~Al! decreases with
time until 4 h aging, after which it fluctuates about ;11.2
~at.%! Al for longer aging times. Achieving this threshold
plateau at a longer time in the quaternary alloy containing
W indicates that it equilibrates more slowly than for the
ternary Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr alloy.

In 3DAP microscope investigations, the boundary re-
gion surrounding the interface is often excluded from the
determination of the overall concentration; that is, the

Figure 3. Subsets of the 3DAP microscopy reconstructed volumes of Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr ~at.%! ~top! and Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2
W ~at.%! ~bottom! samples aged at 1073 K for a series of aging times elucidating the coarsening behavior in these alloys;
the cross section is 10 nm 3 10 nm. The cross section of these volumes is perpendicular to the plane of the page, such
that the three-dimensional reconstructions appear planar. The dots that represent the atoms in these volumes are larger
in the g ' phase to strengthen the visual contrast between the phases, Cr-rich g and Al-rich g ' . Aluminum atoms are
represented by dots in red, and Cr and W atoms are in blue and in orange-yellow, respectively. Nickel atoms, which
compose approximately 80% of the volumes, are omitted for clarity. Each volume contains approximately 5,200
atoms/nm length of 100 nm2 cross section. The reconstruction for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2W for the 1-h aging state has an 8.7
nm 3 8.9 nm cross section.
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plateau concentration is used. It is excluded, because: ~a! the
analytical tools employed may lack the capability to define
the interface ~e.g., isoconcentration surface!; ~b! the nano-
structure in the data collected, such as artifacts common to
the one-dimensional atom-probe microscope data, may be
convoluted; ~c! it has been assumed that the boundary
region does not significantly contribute to the overall con-
centration; and/or ~d! field-evaporation of disparate phases
may lead to cross-field evaporation into an adjacent phase.
In this investigation, because there is a high number density
of nanoscale precipitates, neglecting the interfacial regions
violates mass conservation. The consequences of this viola-

tion are discussed in the context of the proxigrams ~see
Proxigram Analysis of 3DAP Data section below!. Within
3DAP microscopy reconstructed volumes for these alloys,
large density fluctuations characteristic of local magnifica-
tion effects associated with disparate field-evaporation be-
havior of distinct phases were not observed, hence cross-
field evaporation is believed to be negligible. FIM images
showed little to no contrast between the g phase and the g '

phase, indicating no strong change in local curvature be-
tween the two phases. With this in mind, we use an alternate
definition for the overall concentration, which is denoted
the inflection-point concentration. This rubric refers to the

Table 3. The Number of g ' Precipitates, Ng ' , Observed by 3DAP Microscopy Analysesa

ci
g ' 6 2sm @at. %# c ci

g 6 2sm @at. %# c k 6 2sm
b,d

Ng '

h~Al!
@at.%# Ni Al Cr W Ni Al Cr W Ni Al Cr W

Ternary
0 h 13 12.79 76.94 16.58 6.48 82.33 8.66 9.01 0.935 1.92 0.719

0.31 0.27 0.18 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.004 0.04 0.021
0.25 h 9 12.78 76.85 17.00 6.15 82.24 8.36 9.40 0.9345 2.034 0.654

12.77 0.15 0.14 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.0019 0.019 0.010
1 h 3 12.82 77.03 17.16 5.82 82.63 8.23 9.14 0.9322 2.08 0.637

12.78 0.19 0.17 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.0027 0.03 0.013
4 h 2 12.58 76.91 17.15 5.94 82.57 7.92 9.51 0.9315 2.167 0.624

12.58 0.13 0.11 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.0018 0.021 0.009
16 h 2 12.52 76.87 17.22 5.91 82.81 7.88 9.32 0.9283 2.186 0.635

12.51 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.0014 0.022 0.007
64 h 1 12.61 76.69 17.42 5.89 82.78 7.73 9.48 0.9264 2.253 0.621

0.11 0.10 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.0017 0.023 0.008
264 h 1 12.63 76.49 17.47 6.04 82.56 7.91 9.53 0.9265 2.208 0.634

0.13 0.12 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.0018 0.021 0.009

Quaternary
0 h 11 12.67 75.51 17.39 4.67 2.43 79.82 7.90 10.37 1.908 0.9460 2.201 0.450 1.27

0.17 0.15 0.08 0.06 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.035 0.0024 0.027 0.009 0.04
0.25 h 3 11.91 76.68 16.58 4.40 2.34 80.64 7.28 10.46 1.630 0.9510 2.279 0.421 1.43

0.20 0.17 0.10 0.07 0.13 0.09 0.10 0.042 0.0029 0.036 0.010 0.06
1 h 16 11.55 75.76 17.12 4.26 2.86 80.31 6.65 11.43 1.613 0.943 2.575 0.373 1.776

11.44 0.15 0.13 0.07 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.023 0.011 0.031 0.007 0.05
4 he 12 13.35e 72.35 20.18 4.31 3.16 80.81 7.07 10.38 1.742 0.895 2.854 0.415 1.817

0.09 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.020 0.006 0.019 0.004 0.029
16 h 4 11.33 76.65 16.69 4.06 2.60 81.36 5.84 11.44 1.357 0.942 2.856 0.355 1.92

11.11 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.020 0.008 0.024 0.004 0.04
64 h 2 11.12 76.97 16.33 4.05 2.65 81.29 5.89 11.41 1.405 0.947 2.774 0.335 1.89

11.16 0.10 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.017 0.008 0.022 0.003 0.04
264 h 1 11.29 76.30 17.00 3.91 2.80 81.31 5.83 11.52 1.339 0.938 2.917 0.339 2.09

0.08 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.020 0.007 0.023 0.003 0.04

aThe Al threshold value of the isoconcentration surface, h~Al!; the average concentration, ci , of element i in precipitate ~g '! and matrix ~g!; and the
calculated elemental partitioning ratios, kb, for the samples investigated by 3DAP microscopy.
bk 5 ci

g ' /ci
g.

csm: standard error is calculated for elemental concentrations ~ci ! with sm 5 !ci ~1 2 ci !/NTOT , where NTOT is the total number of atoms in the phase
~g or g '!.
dsm: standard error is determined for k by standard error propagation methods ~Parratt, 1966!.
e3DAP microscopy analyses were performed on a 111 pole. Field-evaporation behavior along this direction differs from @001# direction, and thus yields
slightly different compositions.
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point of inflection in a composition profile, which is char-
acteristic of the interfacial region. In this analysis, the inflec-
tion point is approximated by the h~Al! value. All atoms on
the high-Al concentration side of the isoconcentration sur-
face are counted as precipitates ~g ' phase!, whereas those
on the low side are counted as matrix ~g phase!. It follows
that all atoms in the data set are included in the calculation
of the inflection-point concentrations of the two phases.

From all 3DAP microscope analyses presented, the over-
all elemental concentrations, ci , are determined by the
inflection-point approach. They are listed in Table 3 for
both alloys, where, ci is determined by the number of atoms
of element i divided by the total number of atoms in each
phase. A preferential loss of Ni atoms was reported for a
3DAP microscope study of Ni-5.2 Al-14.8 Cr ~at.%! ori-
ented along a @001# direction ~Schmuck et al., 1996, 1997!.
These investigators corrected the compositions to account
for this preferential evaporation effect, which led to an
approximately 3 ~at.%! correction in Ni concentration. The
concentrations in Table 3 are raw concentrations deter-
mined by 3DAP microscopy by the inflection-point ap-
proach, and are not corrected for preferential evaporation
effects. Although these effects are minor, care must be taken
when reporting absolute concentrations, because preferen-
tial evaporation of Ni along the @001# direction also occurs
in the alloys investigated. The evaporation behavior of g
and g ' phases during a 3DAP microscopy analysis are
similar, and these effects cancel when considering the ratio
of elemental partitioning.

Partitioning Behavior

By convention, the elemental partitioning ratio ~k! is de-
fined as the elemental concentration in the g ' phase divided
by the elemental concentration in the g phase. The values of
k listed in Table 3 are determined from the raw concentra-
tions. The temporal evolution of the partitioning ratios of
Ni, Al, Cr, and W is presented for both alloys in Figure 4. To
distinguish between the two alloys, the solid symbols desig-
nate k for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr, whereas the open symbols
designate k for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W. No preference for
either phase is characterized by a k value of 1, whereas an
element with a k . 1 partitions to the g ' phase and a k , 1
prefers the g phase. The representation by a log10 plot of k
with time elucidates the nature of the partitioning. For
example, the distance from the k 5 1 line ~dashed line in
Fig. 4! to a data point is characteristic of the strength of
partitioning.

In both alloys, nickel shows a slight preference for the g
phase but its k value hardly changes with time. Al and W
partition to the g ' phase, whereas Cr prefers the g phase.
The partitioning of Al and Cr increases with increasing
aging time, and both these components partition more
strongly in the quaternary alloy than in the ternary. In
Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W, larger changes in slope of k for Al and
Cr for the shortest aging times indicate that the composi-

tion equilibrates more slowly than for the ternary alloy.
Overall, tungsten shows the largest change in k with respect
to time, with the most drastic changes occurring for short
times. It is evident that the partitioning of W evolves more
slowly than the other elements. For Al, Cr, and W, the
partitioning ratios initially change with increasing time, but
appear to reach a plateau at longer aging times, characteris-
tic of an asymptotic approach towards equilibrium. From
the latest stages investigated, an equilibrium k for these
components is extrapolated by averaging the partitioning
ratios ~Table 3! when no significant change in k occurs, that
is, after 1 h for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr and 4 h for Ni-10 Al-

Figure 4. Calculated elemental partitioning ratios, defined as the
concentration of an element in g ' phase ~precipitates! divided by
concentration of element in g phase ~matrix!, are plotted as a
function of time for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr ~at.%! and for Ni-10 Al-8.5
Cr-2 W ~at.%!. To distinguish between the two alloys, the solid
symbols designate the ternary system, and the open symbols are
for the quaternary system.
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8.5 Cr W. These extrapolated equilibrium values are listed
in Table 4. In the W-containing alloy, Al partitions more
strongly, by a factor of 1.31, to the g ' phase and Cr parti-
tions more strongly, by a factor of 1.80, to the g phase.

Proxigram Analysis of 3DAP Data

Utilizing the proximity histogram ~Hellman et al., 2000,
2002!, or proxigram, for short, the chemical inhomo-
geneties of the microstructure can be spatially character-
ized. The proxigram is a composition profile that extends
normally from an isoconcentration surface, such that nega-
tive distances are into the g phase and positive distances are
into the g ' phase, with respect to the interface. At a given
distance, the concentration is an average for that distance
for all interfaces in a given data set, because ADAM 1.5
processes all the data in parallel. The proxigram method is
geometrically invariant with respect to the shape of the
interface, and can be employed for all complex interface
topologies. The error bars in the proxigram correspond to
two-sigma standard errors ~Parratt, 1966! of the calculated
concentration values.

For both alloys, there are significant differences be-
tween the proxigrams for the as-quenched and the shorter
aging states ~0.25 h and 1 h! with nominal changes there-
after. Consequently, only the proximity histogram composi-
tional profiles for the as-quenched, 0.25- and 264-h aging
states for the ternary alloy and the as-quenched, 0.25, 1, and
264 h quaternary alloy are presented ~see Figs. 5, 6, and 7!.
For the as-quenched state of Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr, the proxigram
in Figure 5a shows a gradual decrease of chromium across
the interface spanning the length of the profile, 24 nm into
g phase to 2 nm into g ' phase. This is in contrast to the
aged states, whose Cr profiles ~Fig. 5b,c! show clear parti-
tioning of Cr to the g phase characterized by a sharp rise
within 1.5 nm about the interface. As noted previously, the
plateau concentration is calculated by averaging the concen-
tration values from the proxigram along the plateau. Note

for the g ' phase the proxigram averages over all precipitates
in the volume in parallel. For Al within g ' phase, the
plateau concentration decreases from 21.5 ~at.%!, to 18.9
~at.%!, and to 17.57 ~at.%! with increasing aging time. The
same trend is found in the g phase; that is, Al decreases
from 9.51 ~at.%!, to 7.85 ~at.%!, and to 7.35 ~at.%! with
increasing aging times. This apparent “violation” of mass
conservation is explained by the omission of the boundary
region adjacent to the interface when determining the pla-
teau values; as is seen in Table 3, the inflection point
concentrations for Al in the g ' phase increases with time
from 16.58 ~at.%!, to 17.00 ~at.%!, and 17.47 ~at.%! for
aging times of 0 h, 0.25 h, and 264 h, respectively. These
trends are simply due to the varying fraction of mass in the
boundary region versus the amount of material contained
in precipitates with aging time. In accordance with mass

Table 4. Equilibrium Partitioning Ratios ~keq! Were Determined
by Averaging k ~Table 3! for Times Longer Than 1 h and 4 h in the
Ternary and Quaternary Alloys, Respectivelya

keq 6 2sb Al Cr W

Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr 2.18 6 0.12 0.630 6 0.014 —
Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W 2.85 6 0.12 0.349 6 0.018c 1.93 6 0.23

Change by factor
~62sd! 1.31 6 0.05 1.80 6 0.09 —

aAl partitions more strongly to g phase, Cr to g ' phase and the factor by
which keq changes with the addition of W is listed below.
bs: standard deviation of an unweighted average ~Parratt, 1966!.
cExcludes the k for 4 h aging time.
ds: standard deviation is determined for k by standard error propagation
~Parratt, 1966!.

Figure 5. For Ni-10 Al 8.5 Cr ~at.%! aged at 1073 K, a set of
proxigrams derived from 3DAP microscopy analyses characterizes
spatially the evolution of the elemental concentrations for the
as-quenched ~a!, 0.25 h ~b!, and 264 h ~c! aging states. The
proxigram displays the concentration as a function of distance
with respect to the g/g ' interfaces, where negative values are into
the matrix ~g! and positives values are into the precipitate ~g '!.
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conservation, the plateau concentration of Cr in the g '

phase decreases from 6.9 ~at.%!, to 6.09 ~at.%!, and 5.98
~at.%! with increasing aging time, whereas in the g phase,
the chromium plateau concentration increases from 9.25
~at.%!, to 9.46 ~at.%!, and to 9.84 ~at.%!.

For the quaternary alloy, Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2W, the proxi-
gram ~Fig. 6a! shows clear chromium partitioning to the g
phase for the as-quenched state, in contrast to the ternary
~Fig. 5a!. As previously noted, the partitioning to g ' can be
clearly discerned from the evolution of the proxigrams.
Therefore, it is most likely that the presence of tungsten
leads to a larger driving force for chromium partitioning.
The behavior of tungsten in the g ' phase is interesting. In
both the as-quenched alloy and the alloy aged for 0.25 h, a
concentration gradient of W within the g ' phase exists, as

indicated by the arrows in Figure 6, such that the W
concentration is lower in the core of g ' precipitates. These
gradients disappear after 1 h of aging, as shown in the
proxigram in Figure 7. This observation may be a result of
coring, which is when nuclei of one composition form
during nucleation and during subsequent growth another
composition is favored; in this case it is a composition
enriched in tungsten. Further analysis and investigation by
modeling is needed to confirm this effect in detail and to
ascertain the mechanism. After 1 h of aging, a constant
concentration of W is observed across g ' precipitates, indi-
cating that W atoms are able to diffuse from the interface to
the precipitate core during this time period. The average
diameter ~ Nd! of the g ' precipitates is 18.3 nm, which is
determined by averaging the diameter of five precipitates
whose diameters range in size from 16.4 to 20.9 nm. With
this in mind, a reasonable estimate for the root-mean-
squared diffusion distance at 1 h is 2 Nd. Employing D 5
~!^x 2 &!2/6t, the diffusion coefficient of W in g ' phase is
6.2 3 10220 m2 s21 at 1073 K. Using the diffusion data
reported by Karunaratne et al. ~2000!, the diffusion coeffi-
cient of W in pure Ni is 1.13 3 10218 m2 s21, which is a
factor of 18 larger than the calculated diffusivity for W in g '

phase at 1073 K.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

• Utilizing 3DAP microscopy and TEM, the temporal evo-
lution of the g ' nanostructure is explored for two alloys,
Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr ~at.%! and Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W ~at.%!,
isothermally aged at 1073 K. Employing this approach,

Figure 6. For Ni-10 Al 8.5 Cr-2W ~at.%! aged at 1073 K, a set of
proxigrams characterizes spatially the evolution of the elemental
concentrations for the as-quenched ~a!, 0.25 h ~b!, and 264 h ~c!
aging states. In the earliest aging times ~a, b!, as marked by arrows,
chemical gradients of W exist within the g ' precipitates; the
concentration of W is highest adjacent to the precipitates and
decreases moving into the precipitate cores.

Figure 7. For Ni-10 Al 8.5 Cr-2W ~at.%! aged at 1073 K for 1 h,
the proxigram demonstrates that the spatial profile of tungsten is
nearly flat in the g ' precipitates from the interface toward the
precipitate core, in contrast to earlier aging times, where W gradi-
ents exist within the g ' phase ~Fig. 6a,b!.
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the influence of W on the nanostructure, precipitate
coarsening, and partitioning behavior is investigated.

• Spheroidal precipitates ~5–15 nm diameter! form during
quenching in both alloys. These precipitates undergo a
transition from a spheroidal to a cuboidal morphology
~Figs. 1, 2!. The nanostructural characterization pre-
sented in this article demonstrates that the addition of
2 ~at.%! W decreases the coarsening kinetics and leads to
a larger g ' volume fraction for longer aging times.
Utilizing a thermodynamic database for nickel alloys
~Saunders; Saunders, 1995, 1996!, the equilibrium volume
fraction is calculated employing Thermo-Calc to be 0.179
and 0.332 for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr ~at.%! and Ni-10 Al-8.5
Cr-2 W ~at.%!, respectively.

• A method is developed to determine reproducible phase
compositions from 3DAP microscopy data, employing an
approach that we denote the inflection-point method.
Table 3 presents the inflection-point concentrations and
partitioning ratios determined by this method for both
alloys as a function of aging time. The inflection-point
method includes the g/g ' interfacial region in its determi-
nation. An alternate approach, which we refer to as the
plateau method, omits the volume associated with the
heterophase interface ~e.g., Schmuck et al., 1996!. For
Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr ~at.%!, the plateau concentrations of Al in
both g and g ' phases decrease with increasing aging time,
a violation of mass conservation. The inclusion of inter-
facial regions, as seen in Table 3, reverses the trend in g '

phase, that is, inflection-point concentrations of Al in the
g ' phase increases with increasing aging time.

• The partitioning ratios change initially with increasing
aging time ~Fig. 4!, but reach a plateau for longer aging
times, that is, after 1 h for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr ~at.%! and
after 4 h for Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W ~at.%!. Equilibrium
partitioning ratios for Al, Cr, and W are extrapolated
from Figure 4 and listed in Table 4. In the W-containing
alloy, aluminum and chromium partition more strongly
by a factor of 1.31 and 1.80 to the g ' and g phases,
respectively, and the partitioning of W evolves more slowly
than that of Al and Cr.

• For the as-quenched state of the quaternary alloy, Ni-10
Al-8.5 Cr-2W ~at.%!, pronounced chromium partitioning
~Fig. 6a! to the matrix is observed and is characterized by
a sharp rise within 1.5 nm of the g/g ' interface, in
contrast to the ternary alloy, where a Cr gradient exists
across the entire range ~6 nm! of the spatially resolved
concentration profile in Figure 5a.

• Proxigram analyses reveal concentration gradients of W
within g ' precipitates for the as-quenched and 0.25 h
aging times ~Fig. 6!, where the precipitate cores contain a
lower W concentration, approximately 2.0 ~at.%! W, than
the concentration within the regions immediately adja-
cent to the interface, approximately 2.5 ~at.%! W. These
gradients disappear after 1 h aging ~Fig. 7!. From this
data, the diffusion coefficient of W in g ' phase is esti-
mated to be 6.2 3 10220 m2 s21 at 1073 K.
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